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**Abstract**

With the huge number of data breaches of the recent past, businesses have realized that it is more important than ever to protect sensitive (payment) data. According to breachlevelindex.com, 3.7 billion records were lost since 2013, a number as high as half of the human population on Earth! As a result, PCI-DSS auditors increasingly don’t accept workarounds like compensating controls anymore but require real protection of the data.

Tokenization has become well-accepted as one of the key protection techniques and last line of defense against data loss. Various NonStop customers around the world have meanwhile addressed the challenges of implementing data protection with the help of comForte's tokenization and application transparent data-protection solution, SecurData.

In this presentation we will announce new options that will allow you to make it even easier to leverage the power of tokenization and application transparent data protection on the NonStop and enterprise wide. As part of that we will also discuss how comForte’s solution works seamlessly with HPE SecureData (former Voltage SecureData) and how we are partnering in this area.